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The blood-tingling first novel in Mandy Jackson-Beverly's #1 bestselling occult and vampire supernatural series!The blood-tingling first novel in Mandy Jackson-Beverly's #1 bestselling occult and vampire supernatural series!

UCLA art professor Coco Rhodes knows little about her family's association with the ancient clandestine

organization The Allegiance and wants to keep it that way. She dislikes secrets--they're a painful reminder of her

childhood experiences that were erased as a result of her parents' tragic deaths when she was four years old.

After a brutal attempt on her life, and the arrival of a birthday letter from her dead mother, Coco demands

explanations from her brother, Christopher, a high-powered D.C. lawyer and member of the Allegiance.

Christopher guides Coco to her birthplace, Italy, insisting she'll find her answers there. Enter the enigmatic Gabriel, a

powerful warlock with a vampire father, and the ethereal Prudence, keeper of the Allegiance.

When a close friend is murdered, Coco's life takes a dark turn. With only a faded portrait torn from a lost

sketchbook, and one of her mother's unfinished paintings, Coco unravels clues from her past, in the hope of saving

those she loves.

 

"Fans of contemporary vampire literature will be pleased at the quality of writing here that sets it apart from much

of the modern crowd;this is definitely more in the league of Anne Rice's Vampire Chronicles..."this is definitely more in the league of Anne Rice's Vampire Chronicles..." --Amazon reviewer
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"I absolutely devoured A Secret Muse! Mandy Jackson-Beverly captivates total undivided attention from page one!"I absolutely devoured A Secret Muse! Mandy Jackson-Beverly captivates total undivided attention from page one! If

you have an affinity with Los Angeles, Italy, wine, music, art, seduction and vampires, then this read is for you!" --

Amazon reviewer ★★★★★
 

"Mandy Jackson-Beverly is an excellent story teller"Mandy Jackson-Beverly is an excellent story teller that draws you in to the lives of her characters and leaves you

wanting more!" --Amazon reviewer ★★★★★
 

"Wow! For the first time in months my imagination was finally ensnared from the first page to the last, only coming"Wow! For the first time in months my imagination was finally ensnared from the first page to the last, only coming

up for air to eat as I inhaled this book like a starving woman!"up for air to eat as I inhaled this book like a starving woman!" --Amazon reviewer ★★★★★
 

"What a fantastic read!"What a fantastic read! I was truly transported to all the worlds occupied by these wonderful characters. I literallyI literally

could not put it downcould not put it down and my last thought after reading the epilog was "hurry and bring us the next installment!" TheThe

writing is outstandingwriting is outstanding with every image richly described with an economy of words that are so well-crafted that my

imagination was allowed, no encouraged to create my own visual tapestries." --Amazon reviewer ★★★★★
 

"Wonderfully written with exquisite imagery. Action, sex, violence, betrayal, history and vampires....oh my.... "Wonderfully written with exquisite imagery. Action, sex, violence, betrayal, history and vampires....oh my.... all

swirling around in an interwoven story that kept me turning the pages to find out what was going to happen next." --

Amazon reviewer  ★★★★★ 

 

"If you want your vampires to sparkle in the sun, then this is not the book for you. These supernaturals are dark and"If you want your vampires to sparkle in the sun, then this is not the book for you. These supernaturals are dark and

broody.broody. Throw some horror, thriller, mystery into the supernatural pot along with some Enigmatic vampires and

what do you have? A supernatural tale that is sure to have you turning page after page,A supernatural tale that is sure to have you turning page after page, trying to figure out how each

player fits into this intricate puzzle. Well Written and fast paced, a great book!" --Amazon reviewer ★★★★★
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